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Frithjof Schuon’s perspective of
pure esoterism focuses on the
inward and universal dimension of
religion, also referred to as the sophia
perennis (“perennial wisdom”). His
works provide invaluable keys to
understanding the formal contradictions
between the world’s religions as well as
their transcendent unity. In Esoterism
as Principle and as Way, readers will
discover the essential truth that lies at
the heart of the world’s religions, as well
as the role of prayer, virtue, and beauty
in the spiritual life.
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Praise for Esoterism as Principle and as Way
“The title [Esoterism as Principle and as Way] may be said to sum up his writings as
a whole.”
—Martin Lings, author of Ancient Beliefs and Modern Superstitions
“A wide-ranging compendium of philosophic and spiritual enlightenment.”
—William Stoddart, author of Remembering in a World of Forgetting
“Frithjof Schuon was one of the leading metaphysicians and visionaries of the
twentieth century, and his brilliant writings penetrate extraordinarily deeply into the
meaning and message of the great religions and sacred traditions of humanity.
Esoterism as Principle and as Way belongs to his most important works.”
—Seyyed Hossein Nasr, George Washington University, editor of The Essential
Frithjof Schuon
“As a point of entry to Schuon’s teachings, I often recommend Esoterism as Principle and
as Way, a book that proceeds directly into the heart of the universal and perennial
message of this metaphysician.”
—James Cutsinger, University of South Carolina, editor of Splendor of the True: A
Frithjof Schuon Reader
“Schuon is the pre-eminent exponent of what has been called the traditionalist or
perennialist school. . . . The esoterism with which Frithjof Schuon is concerned is . . .
nothing other than the sophia perennis itself, the timeless wisdom that lies at the heart
of the diverse religions.”
—Harry Oldmeadow, author of Frithjof Schuon and the Perennial Philosophy
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